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23/10/05 TT No.82: Paul Roth - Hanworth Villa (CCL1)  

Hanworth Villa vs. Hartley Wintney; Combined Counties League Div. 1; Saturday 

22nd October 2005; Res: 1-3; Programme 20 pages £1 including entry. 

A trip up to London to watch the Villa was the order of the day for this week's 

football fix! Hanworth Villa that is, who are fresh into the Combined Counties 

League this season play at "The Ranch", Rectory Meadow at the end of Park Road. 

The ground is quite typical of clubs in this division with just a railed off perimeter 

fence surrounding the playing area but the leafy setting and warm sunshine made 

for a pleasant afternoon. Unlike some other clubs I could mention the "villains" 

have an excellent clubhouse in which all manner of refreshments is available 

including proper meals served and cooked by a gregarious lady who looked as 

though she could do with missing a few meals herself. 

The game was always entertaining and it was the visitors from Hampshire who 

quickly raced into a 3-0 lead before the Villa pulled one back on the stroke of half 

time. The second period saw Hanworth huff and puff but for all their possession 

they could not unlock a well organised defence and deservedly the visitors went 

home with all three points. 

During the interval I read the full colour programme - £1 including entry. A good 

20-page effort this, sporting a red and black striped cover (the team's colours), but 

with too many jokes for my liking taking up lots of pages. 

I travelled by train and walked to the ground from Feltham station - 25 mins I 

guess - but buses do pass nearby and there is a stop at the top of Park Road. If 

coming by car "The Ranch" has ample parking. 

This fun day out completed the Combined Counties League for me and I would 

commend Hanworth Villa to all travellers as this is definitely one of the better 

clubs in this division. 
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